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The creation of the Pentagon in seventeen whirlwind months during World War II is one of the great
construction feats in American history, involving a tremendous mobilization of manpower, resources, and

minds. In astonishingly short order, Brigadier General Brehon B. Somervell conceived and built an institution
that ranks with the White House, the Vatican, and a handful of other structures as symbols recognized around
the world. Now veteran military reporter Steve Vogel reveals for the first time the remarkable story of the

Pentagon?s construction, from it?s dramatic birth to its rebuilding after the September 11 attack. At the center
of the story is the tempestuous but courtly Somervell??dynamite in a Tiffany box,? as he was once described.
In July 1941, the Army construction chief sprang the idea of building a single, huge headquarters that could

house the entire War Department, then scattered in seventeen buildings around Washington.

Collapse map legend. Join Facebook to connect with PENTAGON and others you may know. The Pentagon is
one of the worlds largest and most recognizable office buildings.

Pentagon Berlin

no 21gun salute for the 45th president of the US as his request was rejected by the Pentagon. Formed via
Mnets competition show. The Pentagon Memorial located just southwest of The Pentagon in Arlington

County Virginia is a permanent outdoor memorial to the 184 people who died as victims in the building and
on American Airlines Flight 77 during the September 11 attacks. PENTAGON Official YouTube Channel. A
regular pentagon has Schläfli symbol 5 and interior angles are 108.. transition 2021. The Pentagon is the
Virginia headquarters of the U.S. Alex BrandonAP WASHINGTON Newly confirmed Defense Secretary

Lloyd Austin will have to contend not. But US defence and national security site Defence One reported the
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Pentagon in a break with recent. Progressives are pushing back against President Donald Trump and federal
agencies including U.S. Pentagon installs 2 Trump allies on defense advisory board.
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